Designing robust end-effector plays a crucial role in performance of a robot workcell. Design automation of industrial grippers' fingers/jaws is therefore of the highest interest in the robot industry. This paper systematically reviews the enormous studies performed in relevant research areas for finger design automation. Key processes for successfully achieving automatic finger design are identified and research contributions in each key process are critically reviewed. The proposed approaches in each key process are analyzed, verified and benchmarked. The most promising methods to accomplish finger design automation are highlighted and presented.
Introduction
This paper aims to review research contributions relevant for finger design automation. Designing functional fingers of robots is one of the most complex and sensitive criteria in robotics. The current iterative and time consuming procedure of designing fingers cannot fulfill the demands of agile manufacturing. Therefore, finger design automation plays a significant role in the competitiveness of the robotic automation in the agile market. Designing gripper fingers properly can increase the workcell throughput, overcome robot inaccuracy and enhance overall system performance. Moreover, a poor finger design can damage the expensive robot hardware or the workpiece and consequently reduce the workcell throughput and reliability (Causey, 1999) .
Industrial robots are designed in various sizes and payloads to fulfill a wide range of tasks. Some robots are dedicated to specific tasks, for instance welding, painting and cutting. These robots require special end-effectors called tools. Others are designed based on the task and operation environment to execute general operations, for instance assembly and pick and place. These end-effectors are the fundament of the review presented in this paper.
An end-effector is the only interface between the robot and the working environment. Therefore, the overall performance of a robot highly depends on its end-effector and research in this area is of high importance for the industry.
End-effectors can be divided into two major categories, hands and grippers. Hands are multi-finger end-effectors with more than one degree of freedom (DOF) per finger (see Fig. 1 (a) and (b)) and grippers usually have 2 or 3 fingers with one DOF, as shown in Fig. 1 (c) and (d) . Hands are designed for general purpose grasps while grippers are designed for more specific tasks.
The most common grippers in industry are parallel-jaw which are typically actuated by pneumatic systems. In these grippers, two opposing parallel axis fingers (or jaws) move toward and away from each other by using a linear motion system that keeps both gripper attachments parallel and collinear (Kurfess, 2004) .
Today, a sophisticated process is required to design fingers that accomplish assembly tasks. An example of essential finger design processes for a given gripper is presented in Fig. 2 . This figure is a result of the paper review, however it is presented early in order to easier explain the finger design automation process. The process in Fig.2 starts with defining the robot task which can be pick and place or assembly. In the case of an assembly task, external data regarding the assembly process are required to be imported to the system. In the next step, the 3D model or 3D vision of the workpiece are imported based on the availability of knowledge about the workpiece. Then, the type of grasp (i.e. form and force closure) is defined based on the geometrical and physical properties of the workpiece and the fingers. In the grasp synthesis and analysis process, the most suitable grasp contact sets for accomplishing the task are listed. Then fingers are designed based on the contact set. In the collision detection process, the feasibility of the designed fingers are verified by detecting possible unwanted collisions. In the occurrence of an unwanted collision, another contact set is selected. Otherwise, the fingers are experimentally verified and if they were promising the design process successfully terminates. The presented processes in Fig. 2 are categorized into groups of grasp, finger design and experimental verification (see Fig. 4 ).
Completing the presented design process in Fig. 2 , which consists of an iterative trial and error procedure, may take several weeks for an expert, while the agile market demands a quick design process (Zhang and Goldberg, 2007) . As a result, automated finger design is of the highest importance for the robotic industry in order to comply with agile manufacturing (Velasco and Newman, 1998) .
In this paper, each key process is critically reviewed and the most efficient methods with respect to lead-time, accuracy and accessibility are highlighted. Section 2 describes the employed methodology for the reviewing process. Results of the review are presented in section 3. Section 4 discusses the research gaps and future work.
Review Method
In this section, the review process is presented with the goal of systematically selecting and reviewing the published papers in the finger design research area. The purpose of this paper is design of end-effectors for pick & place and assembly operations of industrial robots. Therefore Fig. 3 , the review process in this work consists of three parts, a pre-review phase, a selection phase and a review phase.
Pre-Reviewing Phase
In order to be able to perform a structured review, the various fields within finger design automation need to be quantified. Therefore an unstructured review is done mainly on high citation papers in this field. The result of this pre-review phase is the quantified fields presented in Fig.2 . These fields are then individually reviewed as described in the next section.
Selection Phase
The following review process is implemented on each of the key process steps shown in Fig 2, i.e. grasp, finger design and experimental verification.
In the selection phase, two major databases (i.e. SCOPUS and Google Scholar) are utilized to search for relevant articles. This phase consists of the following steps.
Step 1: Hot keywords for each topic are used to search in titles, abstracts and keywords. Duplicated papers are eliminated from the results, e.g. only the latest paper covering a specific field, presented by a specific research group is taken into consideration.
Step 2: The results are limited to English language articles within the subject area of engineering. For example the word finger is widely used in medicine and neuroscience subject areas which are not relevant to the sought after research area of this paper.
For grasp analysis and synthesis processes, only the papers published between 2012-2015 are included in the selection and review phases of this paper. Papers before 2012 have been extensively reviewed in numerous review publications of which the results are taken into consideration in this paper.
Review Phase
In this stage, the results from the selection phase are reviewed and critically analyzed. The selected papers are classified as review papers and methodology papers based on their contribution types. The criteria for review papers are:
• Review of the key processes research fields • Review must be relevant to finger design automation The criteria for methodology papers are:
• New methodology is proposed that is relevant to the key processes • Improvements of a previously proposed methodology In order to minimize the reviewing time, the process is divided into three steps.
Step 1: The abstract of each article from the selection phase is reviewed and the papers with claimed contributions relevant to the review criteria are collected.
Step 2: Conclusions of the results from the first step are reviewed. The papers with proposed approaches relevant to review criteria are collected.
Step 3: The entire paper is reviewed. The claimed contributions are verified and approaches of each research are analyzed and compared with similar contributions. The result of this stage is the state of the art in the research field and is presented in the following section.
Implementing this literature review process aided 4689 identified papers in step 1 of the selection phase to be filtered down to 62 reviewed papers which are reviewed. Detail of each phase implementation is presented in Table A .1.
Results
This section presents the state-of-the-art papers collected in the review process. Based on the pre-review performed on the finger design research area, key processes that are essential to be able to automate the finger design procedure are identified. Fig. 2 presents an example of the superimposing of the finger design methods found in the pre-review phase. As shown in Fig. 4 , the key processes are divided into three groups of grasp, finger 
Grasp
Grasp in the context of robotics means holding the workpiece to accomplish the defined task. A task failure may cause expensive consequences, such as damaging the robot or the gripper. Thus, securing a robust grasp is essential in finger design.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the two most important classes of grasps are formclosure and force-closure (Nguyen, 1986) . Reuleaux (1876) first used these terms in his machine design studies and later Salisbury (1985) applied them to robotic grasping. The definition of form-closure and force-closure has been repeated in almost every work in robotic grasp and in most cases different understanding has been extracted from them. As a consequence, these terms are also defined in this work to avoid misunderstanding and confusion. In this review we follow the definitions presented by Nguyen (1986) and Bicchi (1995) .
Force-closure definition:
A grasp is in force-closure if the fingers can resist the motion of the workpiece by applying arbitrary wrenches (with the set of contacts) on the object (Nguyen, 1986) .
Form-closure definition:
A grasp is in form-closure if only the location of the fingers contacts on the workpiece fix the position of the object in space (Bicchi, 1995) .
A contact is defined as the connection point between the finger and the object. Accordingly, a contact model defines the forces (and moments) that can be transmitted through the contact to the object. Based on the geometry of the contact surface and the material properties (i.e. fiction coefficient), three type of contact models are defined: point contact model with and without friction and the soft-finger contact model (Salisbury, 1985) . The point contact model without friction is used in form-closure grasps and the point contact model with friction (also called hard-finger contact model) and the soft-finger contact model are used in force-closure grasps.
The process of finding suitable grasps for an object involves searching for stable grasp locations, which is called grasp synthesis or grasp planning, and measuring the quality of the grasp, which is called grasp analysis. Fig.  6 
Grasp Synthesis (planning)
Grasp synthesizing can be defined as a search process in the space of possible grasp locations aimed at identifying closured grasps.
In general, the grasp synthesis research area is noticeably wide and, in some sense, unstructured. None of the proposed approaches have been widely used and considered as the reference for comparison. Liu and Carpin (2015a) pointed out two of the most important reasons for this issue. First, there is agreement on neither the definition of standard objects for grasping nor the amount of available preliminary knowledge for grasp planning. The second reason is due to the fact that most of the authors do not make their implementation available for others. Therefore, benchmarking and experimental comparison between different methods is limited to a small portion of research.
In the last two decades, several surveys (Al-Gallaf et al., 1993; Shimoga, 1996; Pons et al., 1999; Bicchi and Kumar, 2000; Yao et al., 2009; Sahbani et al., 2012; Bohg et al., 2013) have been carried out in order to somehow categorize and organize the research done in this area. Sahbani et al. (2012) present a clear overview of the methods and algorithms that are proposed until 2012. They divide the research in grasp synthesis into analytical approaches and data-driven (also known as empirical or knowledge-based) approaches. This paper follows the same definition and categorization.
Analytical Approaches
Analytical approaches consist of methods that use geometric, kinematic and dynamic formulations in order to verify a grasp. Bicchi and Kumar (2000) have properly reviewed these analytical formulations. Nguyen (1987) proves that non-marginal equilibrium grasps are forceclosure grasps if each grasp has at least two soft-finger contacts or three hard-finger contacts in 3D. He proves that a grasp with 2 soft-finger contacts is force-closure if and only if the contact points connection line is located in the contacts friction cones. Also a grasp with at least three distinct hard-finger contacts is force-closure if it is in equilibrium, with contact forces pointing strictly within the friction cones at the respective points of contact. Nguyen also presents that at least 7 contact points are required to achieve from-closure with frictionless contacts (see Fig. 5 ). Brown and Brost (1997) propose a method that imports the disturbance wrenches to be applied to the object and tests grasps for force-closure. While their method has the benefit of computing the minimum required jaw closing force using linear programming, it would be difficult for the user to know all of the disturbance wrenches. Balan and Bone (2003) proposed a closed-form algorithm for testing non-marginal equilibrium grasps (Nguyen, 1987) . In comparison to (Brown and Brost, 1997) , this method has the advantage that the closed-form solution has a much lower computational complexity. Still it has the disadvantage that the assumptions employed are conservative, which means it may reject some valid force closure grasps. Li et al. (2003) propose a method for grasp synthesizing three-finger grippers with hard-finger contacts. Their algorithm computes the force-closure grasp of 3D workpieces based on the intersection of the three contact point's triangle area and each contact's friction cone. Pros: The searching method in these approaches enables global contact sets to be found. Cons: These methods are applicable to grasps with a very limited number of contact points. Thus, more general methods are required for synthesizing grasps regardless of number of contact points.
Limited Contact Methods for Polyhedral Objects

Unlimited Contact Methods for Polyhedral Objects
By considering the fact that a necessary and sufficient condition for force closure grasps is that the origin of the wrench space lies precisely inside the convex hull of the primitive contact wrenches resulted by the contact forces at the fingers (Salisbury, 1985; Mishra et al., 1987) , Han et al. (2000) present a qualitative test based on linear matrix inequalities that deal efficiently with frictional constraints to avoid the linearization of the friction cones. Another method is proposed by Liu and Wang (1998) that tests the force closure condition by using a ray-shooting problem and solves as a linear programing problem. Based on the force-closure tests presented in (Liu and Wang, 1998; Han et al., 2000) , 3D grasp synthesizer algorithms for unlimited number of contacts are proposed. Liu (2000) propose a grasp synthesis method for contacts when − 1 contacts have fixed positions and the grasp with the − 1 contacts is not force-closure. Utilizing the linear parametrization of a point on a facet, the algorithm searches locations on that face for the th contact that secures force-closure. Pros: These methods are applicable to any number of contacts. Cons: The approaches suffer from an exhaustive search procedure.
Heuristic Methods
Heuristic methods start by generating a large number of grasp candidates randomly (Borst et al., 2003) based on a predefined procedure (Fischer and Hirzinger, 1997) or by defining a set of rules that can be tested on the workpiece model (Miller and Allen, 1999; Miller et al., 2003) . Then unfeasible grasp candidates that do not fulfill the force-closure condition are filtered out. Ding et al. (2000) present an algorithm to compute the positions for contact points to form a force-closure grasp from an initial random grasp. The algorithm starts with selecting randomly a grasp on a given facet of the polyhedral workpiece. If the origin of the wrench space lies outside the initial wrenches convex hull, the algorithm moves each contact position by using the linear parametrization of a point on an object face. The method moves the contact point location so that the convex hull moves toward the origin until the force-closure property is fulfilled. Pros: These approaches can be utilized for unlimited number of contacts low computational effort in compare with unlimited contact methods for polyhedral objects. Cons: Since these methods do not take all the possible grasp sets into account in their searching procedures, they are limited to determining the local optima.
Methods for General Object Shape
Despite the fact that the methods proposed for polyhedral objects can be implemented for any number of contact points, they are only computationally efficient for very simple objects with few facets. As a
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result, new general techniques are required for grasp synthesis that are first, independent of object model constraints; and second, do not require such a large computation time. To overcome these issues, researchers propose heuristic approaches with modeling workpieces as a cloud of 3D points or triangular mesh. present an algorithm to synthesize forceclosure grasps with 7 frictionless contacts. In their method the workpiece is discretized to a point cloud. It has been assumed the point normals are available so a large compilation of contact wrenches can be determined. The algorithm begins with a primitive set of seven contacts randomly selected among the set of points. The algorithm terminates when the chosen grasp is in force-closure. Otherwise, the initial contacts are iteratively replaced with other grasp candidates until a force-closure grasp is achieved. Liu et al. (2004) extend this algorithm for contacts with friction. The recent work from Liu and Carpin (2015a) introduces a new grasp synthesizer using triangular meshes. Their method relies on the ability of CAD software to represent the workpiece with triangular meshes. The proposed algorithm starts by randomly placing contact points on the workpiece and then iteratively modifying the contact positions while locally searching for better possible grasp locations. There are two interesting features that differentiate this method from other optimization methods. First, the searching method does not require initial force-closure grasps; and second, it allows the contact points to cross boundaries (e.g. sharp edges). These features make their method to be flexible and independent of size and complexity of the objects geometry. The implemented algorithm is freely available on (Liu and Carpin, 2015c) . Pros: These approaches noticeably reduce the computation effort on searching for grasp solution Cons: Like heuristic methods, these methods suffer from the local optima problems.
Data-driven Approaches
In data-driven approaches, grasp candidates are sampled for the workpiece and then are ranked based on a specific metric. This methodology normally relies on some existing grasp experience that can be heuristic or is generated in simulation or on a real robot (Sahbani et al., 2012) . Bohg et al. (2013) review the studies done on data-driven approaches in the context grasp synthesis context. Their review concludes that most of the studies in this area are developed for robot hands which are not interesting for industrial applications. Among few approaches that are applicable to grippers as well, Kim et al. (2013) introduce a new algorithm to automate generating possible grasp sets through a simulation-based method. Their approach is different from most other studies as it focuses on the grasp process instead of the final grasp configuration. The proposed method starts with defining a grasp with combination of the relative pose of the hand (or gripper) and grasping approach. Then the algorithm selects stable and realistic grasp sets which are more suitable for power grasps. Wolniakowski et al. (2014) recently propose a date-driven method for industrial parallel-jaw grippers. Their algorithm starts with generating a grasp database by sampling on nearly parallel surfaces. Then a dynamics based grasp simulator is used for evaluating grasps. If the gripper can be placed in the sample grasping pose without colliding with the workpiece, the sample is moved to another database, called targets. In the final step of their algorithm, the grasp sets in the targets database are measured by three defined quality metrics.
Pros: These methods in comparison to analytical approaches are computational cheap. Cons: The proposed approaches require a great deal of manual input and therefore are not applicable for finger design automation.
Grasp Analysis
Once the grasp planner and the contact models are established, a grasp analyzing method is required to test the grasp's resistance against disturbances. Although the criteria presented in Section 3.1.1 guarantees the force-closure grasp, they do not provide any information about the quality of the selected grasp. Therefore in order to analyze grasp candidates, some quality metrics are need to be defined. Several quality metrics are introduced in the grasping literature which are extensively reviewed by Roa and Suárez (2014) . They categorize the quality measures into two major groups of contact position based metrics and hand/gripper configuration based metrics that are based on the utilized methodologies. In this review, the quality metrics are grouped as general metrics and task-oriented metrics based on types of the measurements.
General Metrics:
General metrics are the quality measures that do not take the (assembly) task into account. As these metrics provide a general information regarding stability of the grasp, they are more suitable for simple pick and place tasks. Ferrari and Canny (1992) introduce the most popular methods for measuring grasp quality. They propose using the largest disturbance wrench that can be resisted in all directions by the contacts as a grasp quality metric. From a geometrical perspective, this resembles the radius of the largest ball centered at the origin, which is inscribed in the convex hull of the unit contact wrench (see Fig. 7 ). To determine this metric, computation of a convex hull in six dimensions is required. The freely available QuickHull (Barber et al., 1996) implementation (Qhull, 2015) is widely used to solve this problem. Computing the convex hull for every set of grasp is computationally expensive. Liu and Carpin (2015b) have shown that for the force-closure grasps most of the computation of the convex hull is unnecessary based on the definition of the quality metric presents by (Ferrari and Canny, 1992) . Thus, Liu and Carpin (2015b) propose the Partial Quick Hull (PQH) algorithm to efficiently compute the metric. PQH determines, on the fly, when the computation can be ended as the quality metric can be already computed before completely determining the convex hull. This method noticeably reduces computation time when using this metric. Zheng (2013) presents a different algorithm for the grasp quality measure proposed by Ferrari and Canny (1992) . Zheng's method iteratively grows a polytope containing the origin in the grasp wrench space (GWS) as though the minimum distance between the origin and the facets of the polytope quickly converges to the quality metric value. This method is more efficient than others in the way that it does not require computation of the Quickhull algorithm. Besides, there is no need for approximating the friction cone hence it provides more accurate results. Another widely used quality measure that is similar to Ferrari and Canny (1992) is presented by Mirtich and Canny (1994) . They propose a method that first collects the grasp sets with the best resistance to disturbance forces and from these selects those which resist external torques better.
While the studies reviewed so far are considering contact wrenches, some researchers focused on introducing quality metrics based on the geometric properties of the workpiece. Chinellato et al. (2003) propose a metric based on the area of the grasp polygon formed by the contact points on the workpiece. Chinellato et al. propose that maximizing the area of the triangle formed by three contact points on the workpiece increases the stability of the grasp. Minimizing the effects of internal and gravitational forces is another essential factor in obtaining a stable grasp. Thus, the distance between the center of mass of the object and the centroid of the polyhedron formed by the contact points has been proposed as grasp quality metric (Jean Ponce, 1995; Kamon et al., 1996; ). On one hand, the geometric based metrics are computationally cheap and simple to implement. On the other hand, they all suffer from a bold assumption that an unlimited amount of force can be applied by the fingers. In other words, the fingers may have to exert extremely large forces for resisting small disturbances, which is not realistic.
Pros:
The proposed general metrics are generic and can be implemented to any robot application. Cons: Since these approaches do not take the task wrenches into account, they cannot very accurately predict the grasp quality in reality.
Task-oriented Metrics:
The quality measures presented so far are task-independent, in which evenly distributed wrenches in all directions are assumed. In many assembly tasks, a task-oriented grasp quality measure can be utilized to find grasps that are most suitable to fulfill that specific task's requirements. A task can be defined as a set of wrenches that should be exerted on the workpiece to accomplish a given objective or a set of expected manipulation disturbance wrenches that the object should resist. These wrenches form the polytope formed by these wrenches is called task wrench space (TWS). Li and Sastry (1988) present the TWS as a 6D ellipsoid. This representation helps to find grasps that are more suitable for that specific task. Fig. 8 schematically illustrates the difference between the general ball metric (Ferrari and Canny, 1992) and the task-oriented ellipsoid (Li and Sastry, 1988 ) for a given grasp wrenches (w1 -w 4 ) and task wrenches (tw 1 -tw 6 ). As the general ball metric does not take the task wrenches into account, it considers the exampled grasp set as a low quality grasp while the ellipsoid task-oriented metric presents the grasp as a better grasp for the task.
A popular task-oriented grasp metric is to choose an appropriate TWS and then measure how well it can be inscribed in a grasp wrench space (GWS) Fig. 8 -Bidimensional example of (a) classic general quality metric (b) task-oriented quality metric (Li and Sastry, 1988; Han et al., 2000; Borst et al., 2004) . Among the studies done in this area, just a few have considered the task information in the grasp synthesis and grasp analysis due to difficulty of modeling the task. In reality, high resolution sensors are required to measure the TWS by help of human demonstrations (Lin and Sun, 2015) which is not applicable in industries yet. Pros: These metrics accurately measure the grasp quality when information regarding robot task is available. Cons: The proposed metrics require many manual inputs that inconvenience finger design automation.
Uncertainty-based Metrics:
None of the methods presented so far have considered unavoidable errors in manipulation. In reality, there are three major positioning errors that cause uncertainties on the contact point location. First, error on the contact surface due to workpiece modeling errors. Second, error on the object location. The last but not the least, error on the gripper robot and gripper kinematic and dynamic model. Bicchi and Kumar (2000) highlight a gap in approaches toward grasp analysis that can handle positioning errors. Balan and Bone (2003) propose a metric that measures the sensitivity of a grasp to the positional error between the grasp locations and the actual finger locations. In their method, a circular area of expected error is defined at each contact point. The area of the intersection of the error circle and the contact surface provide the quality measure. The grasps with small intersection areas are more likely to fail in practice. A recent study by Caldas et al. (2014) proposes a new quality metric that considers the errors on workpiece geometry. They define a new wrench space, called Reachable Wrench Space under Uncertainties (RWSU), containing all the possible wrenches that the grasp can exert regardless of uncertainties. Two algorithms are provided to estimate the upper and lower bounds of the RWSU. They illustrate that the combination of these algorithms can provide a very good approximation of the RWSU. Pros: These metrics are able to predict the quality of robot grasp in reality.
Cons: Similar to general metrics, these metrics do not take the task wrenches into consideration. Thus, they cannot accurately predict the grasp quality in reality
The metrics that have been proposed to the grasp analysis research field have either limitations on the application area or defined for a specific criteria. As a result, some researchers (Smith et al., 1999; Balan and Bone, 2003) have utilized several metrics, both in parallel and series, in their algorithm to ensure the accuracy of the quality measurement of the grasp.
Some researchers have developed simulators for grasp synthesis and grasp analysis that are freely available to the public. Most popular open-source simulators are GraspIt! (Miller and Allen, 2000) , OpenGRASP (León et al., 2010) and SynGrasp (Malvezzi et al., 2013) . GraspIt! is the result of Millers Ph.D. thesis on developing a grasping simulator for robot hands (Miller, 2004) . In this free access tool, the user can create, simulate and analyze grasps of a given 3D model of the object and an articulated hand/gripper model. The system allows the user to test the quality of a grasp configuration and compare it with other grasps. Their novel visualization method helps the user to understand the weak points and strong points of a grasp. The system uses the Coulomb friction model and the grasp quality metric presented by Ferrari and Canny (1992) to measure the quality of grasps. The detailed description of the analyzing method can be found in (Miller and Allen, 2000) and (Miller et al., 2003) . Another existing and publicly available software framework is OpenGRASP which is a result of the European Commission founded project GRASP (León et al., 2010) . This simulation toolkit is an improved version of OpenRAVE (OpenRAVE, 2015) with focus on robot grasping and manipulation. The main design principles of OpenGRASP are extensibility, interoperability and public availability (OpenGRASP, 2015) . León et al. (2010) have proven the ability of their own developed tool, OpenGRASP, in grasping known and unknown objects. These open-source simulators help the research community to use them as references for evaluating and comparing their own approaches. 
Finger Design
By knowing the suitable grasp locations from grasp synthesis and grasp analysis processes, the next step in finger design automation is defining a method that automatically designs the structure of the fingers. While much work has been done on design automation, little research has been focused on automation of finger design. Most of the finger design studies in the literature do not have the design automation capability. The studies on finger design automation can be divided into three categories: modular finger design, re-configurable fingers design and customized finger design (see Fig. 9 ).
Modular Designs
In most modular design approaches (Pedrazzoli et al., 2001; Pham et al., 2007) , the shape of the workpiece is initially simplified to basic geometries (e.g. cylinder, sphere, cube, etc.) and then, from a finger library, suitable pairs of fingers are selected to grasp the workpiece (Pham et al., 2007) . However, Sanfilippo et al. (2012) introduce a different technique. They propose a modular finger design to find a trade-off between a simple gripper and complex human like hands. Their work focuses on a modular grasping device that adapts itself to the characteristics of the workpiece. They use a one DoF mechanism as the basic element for the modular fingers of the gripper. An iterative procedure is proposed to obtain the minimum amount of possible modules that are required to execute the task requirement. The designed gripper can potentially have multi fingers, similar to a human hand. Pros: The proposed algorithms are general and flexible so that they can be utilized for designing griper fingers regardless of the workpiece shape complexity.
Cons:
The methods go through all the finger design procedures to verify each finger design iteration. Thus, these approaches are computationally expensive.
Re-configurable Design
Some researchers (Brown and Brost, 1997; Brost and Peters, 1998; Balan and Bone, 2003) approach gripper designs with the possibility of reconfiguring fingers (pins) locations. The work of Balan and Bone (2003) is focused on three-finger parallel jaw grippers. The fingers configuration is defined to have two fixed cylindrical fingers in one jaw and the third finger is fixed on the perpendicular bisector of the centerline on the other fingers. The pair of fingers on the same jaw are the variables for changing configuration and the single finger is constantly fixed. The developed algorithm automatically obtains the fingers configurations. Pros: These approaches provide quick and simple solutions for industrial applications. Cons: The proposed algorithms require many technical inputs which cause only experts in this area be able to use the methods.
Customized Design
Unlike modular and reconfigurable designs using general fingers for grasping an object, some studies design customized fingers for each workpiece (Velasco et al., 1996; Velasco and Newman, 1998; Virgilio B. Velasco, 1998; Pedrazzoli et al., 2001 ). Velasco and Newman (1998) propose a quick technique for automated design and production of paralleljaw gripper fingers. In support of agile manufacturing demands, they consider rapid prototyping in their approach for designing fingers. The proposed method assumes the fingers to be solid uniform volumes. By subtracting the geometry of the workpiece from the fingers block, they try to achieve a customized finger design. By this approach, the workpiece will be constrained in almost fully enveloped (form-closure) grasp. Pros: These methods are simple, quick and require few inputs from the user. Cons: These approaches do not provide a solution for every shape, e.g. axisymmetric shapes.
Recently a commercial web-based automated finger design tool called eGrip is launched by SCHUNK (eGrip, 2015) that uses a similar approach as (Velasco and Newman, 1998) . The method implemented in the tool is patented (Schuster et al., 2014) . In the tool, the user first imports the workpiece CAD model (STereoLithography (STL))) and then selects a gripper from SCHUNK's gripper library. Then the planed grasp approach is required to be defined by the user. By providing these inputs, the tool generates fingers using form-closure grasp. This method suffers the same problem as Velasco and Newman (1998) and cannot guarantee formclosure grasp solution for every object. Pedrazzoli et al. (2001) present a method which is the combination of modular and customized designs. To design fingers for a parallel-jaw gripper, the method beings by approximating the workpiece to simple geometries, such as sphere, cylinder and cube. Then it selects a set of fingers for approximated geometry from a finger library. In the last step, selected fingers are customized to match the dimension of the workpiece such that fingertips fit the objects surface contour.
Collision Detection
The key process after designing the fingers structures is collision detection. This process is crucial to ensure the designed fingers would not collide with the workpiece while approaching for grasping. In other words, this process checks the accessibility of the chosen grasp locations.
In the last decades, many collision detection modules have been developed for various applications. RAPID (Gottschalk et al., 1996) , I-COLLIDE (Cohen et al., 1995) and V-COLLIDE (Hudson et al., 1997) are some of collision detection modules freely available to public. Among these, V-COLLIDE is more widely used in robotic research (Miller and Allen, 2000) . However, some researchers developed their own algorithms for detecting collision. Smith et al. (1999) propose an algorithm for 2D collision detection for parallel-jaw grippers. Balan and Bone (2003) extend (Smith et al., 1999) for 3D objects. Their proposed method starts by projecting the workpiece edges onto the gripper access plane. Then using shooting-ray method to simulate the fingers closing motions. If any intersection between the rays and edges occurrs, the grasp is considered as inaccessible. Despite the fact that the method is quick and simple to implement, it is suitable only for very simple polyhedral objects and has difficulty handling complex shapes.
Miller (2004) utilizes a bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) based method, called Proximity Query Package (PQP) (Larsen et al., 1999) , for detecting collision of manipulating objects. This collision detection module starts with approximating the object surfaces to triangular facets. The collection of the facets for each object are imported to the PQP algorithm to check for collision. In PQP, each objects is modeled as a hierarchy tree (called BVH) so that each leaf represents a facet. BVH trees are used as parents to generate a tree that consists all possible combinations of facets of objects. The latter tree is called bounding volume traversal tree (BVTT) (Larsen et al., 1999) . The algorithm starts to check the interference for each facets combination (leaf of BVTT) so it detects which facets of the object have interference. In this method, like many other graphic-based methods, there is a trade-off between accuracy and the speed of the detection operation. Saut and Sidobre (2012) propose a method for detection collision for multifinger robot hands. Their algorithm first discretizes the workspace of fingers to a point cloud. Then the point cloud is converted to a volumetric approximation as a set of spheres. In the last step, the algorithm checks the collision of each sphere with the workpiece, the hand (or gripper) and other fingers. This study presents a fast collision detection method yet it does not provide information regarding exact collision location.
Today, most commercial CAD software has in-build collision detecting features which enhance the collecting information regarding the location of the collision (CATIA, 2015; SolidWorks, 2015) . Brown and Brost (1997) use such features to detect collisions in their 3D modular finger design tool.
Multi-function (Multipurpose) Finger Design
In assembly applications, multi-function fingers play a very significant role in decreasing tool-change operation and consequently increasing throughput of the workcell. Designing the gripper fingers in such a way that they can grasp more than one part can enormously reduce the cycle time for executing an assembly task when handling various object shapes (Causey, 1999) . Therefore considering this information in finger design is essential. However, designing multi-functional fingers demands a high level of skill and experience in finger design area. Therefore, adding this functionality to the automated finger design tool can extremely increase its value of it. Unfortunately, few researchers mention the importance of multi-functional fingers in their work and only a handful of them propose methods for design automation of such fingers. Pham et al. (2007) propose a trial and error based method in their design algorithm. Their algorithm starts to design a set of fingers for the workpiece A. Then the algorithm checks whether the workpiece B can be grasped with the designed fingers. If it can, there is no need to design a new set of fingers. Otherwise the same design process is applied to workpiece B and the designed fingers are checked if they can grasp the workpiece A or not. If not, a separate set of fingers is required for each workpiece. While the proposed method is simple to implement, it is only applicable to geometries having similar shape. Velasco and Newman (1998) propose two methods for automatically designing multi-functional fingers. The first method uses the geometric superposition of the workpieces to design gripper fingers. The second method translates and/or rotates one or more of the workpieces in different orientations, then uses the first method to check for a solution. As the authors also mention, the first method fails for cases that workpieces with similar geometry but different dimensions, for instance two spheres with different radii. Similarly, the second method does not guarantee a feasible solution as it approaches random translation and rotation of workpieces.
Experimental Verification
The last key process in the finger design procedure is executing experiments to verify the proposed methods. This process is essential in finger design automation to ensure the fingers can accomplish the task. As shown in Fig. 10 , experimental verifications presented in the finger design and grasp literature can be divided into virtual and physical groups.
Virtual Experiment
Virtual experiments are done using virtual workpiece models instead of physical ones. This type of experiment is very popular in literature due to its simplicity and low cost. Using publicly available grasp simulators have helped many researchers to verify their approach virtually (Daoud et al., 2011; Lin and Sun, 2015) . Studies using virtual experiments usually verified their methods on examples (Trinkle, 1992; Bruyninckx et al., 1998; Balan and Bone, 2003; Roa and Suárez, 2009; Caldas et al., 2014; Wolniakowski et al., 2014) and only a few research compared their proposed approach with others (Zheng, 2013; Carpin, 2015a, 2015b) . As mentioned in section 3.1.1, the main reason of limited comparison in literature is the reluctance of the authors to publish the implemented methods.
Physical Experiment
Unlike the virtual experiments, very few studies have physically verified their approaches. The main reason is that not every researcher has access to the expensive robotic hardware (e.g. robot, gripper, sensor, etc.). Besides, setting up a physical verification system requires experimental skills. For instance, choosing an experiment task that is not reliable makes it difficult to figure out whether an error that occurred was due to a system problem or task problem. In general, physical experiments are crucial to test an approach in reality. Recently, several works (Balasubramanian et al., 2012; Weisz and Allen, 2012; Kim et al., 2013) demonstrate that classic grasp quality metrics do not have a good prediction capability in reality. Balasubramanian et al. (2012) experimentally validate the grasps considered stable by virtual grasp synthesizers (e.g. GraspIt!). Their results show around 30% of the virtually approved grasps failed in physical experiments. Kim et al. (2013) experiments. They physically test the widely used grasp quality measure presented by (Ferrari and Canny, 1992) and the results show the metric poorly evaluates planned grasps.
While physical experiments are essential in the finger design process, most of the studies that present physical verifications in their work have not provided detailed information regarding the process of the experiment (Brown and Brost, 1997; Velasco and Newman, 1998; Zhang and Goldberg, 2007; Bone et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2013; Ala et al., 2015) . Therefore, it is not possible to repeat their experiments and consequently to compare them. Among the works reviewed in this paper, only (Causey, 1999) and (Miller, 2004) give the details of their experiments. Some works (Daoud et al., 2011; Sanfilippo et al., 2014; Lin and Sun, 2015) verified their method by both virtual and physical experiments. Only Sanfilippo et al. (2014) provide the virtual experiment platform available to the public.
Discussion
In this section, a quick review on strengths and weaknesses of approaches proposed in each process (see Fig.2 ) is presented. By considering the main purpose of the finger design automation procedure, the most efficient methods with respect to the defined criteria are pointed out. A combination of the selected approaches should potentially aid the user to automatically design fully functional gripper fingers.
Discussion on Grasp
The methods proposed for grasp synthesis and grasp analysis are discussed in this section and advantages and disadvantages are highlighted.
Grasp Synthesis
The benchmark of the following approaches are based on four criteria:
• The first criterion takes the flexibility of the approaches on taking number of contact points into account. Approaches that use a limited number of contacts are considered to have low flexibility and approaches with high flexibility are applicable on any number on contacts.
• The second criterion represents the flexibility of the approaches on handling workpiece geometry. Approaches with low flexibility can only be implemented on polyhedral geometries and approaches with high flexibility are applicable to any geometry.
• The third criterion qualitatively benchmarks the computational effort required for each approach. Determining the convex hull is computationally expensive as well as searching for global optima. Therefore, approaches that utilize both convex hull and global optima require high computational effort. Approaches that use one of them are considered to have medium computational efficiency and the approaches that do not use any of these methods are highly efficient.
• The last criterion considers the capability of the approaches in the context of automation. Approaches are compared according to the amount of required input. Approaches with high capability only require the 3D model or 3D vision of the workpiece while approaches with low capability require more inputs which are usually manually inputs to the systems.
Limited Contact Methods for Polyhedral Objects:
In the proposed analytical approaches, methods for limited number of contact points need medium computational effort due to their global optima searching method and are highly suitable for automation. However, they are limited to 2 or 3 contact points and can only be implemented on polyhedral objects. Thus, these methods are suitable for simple pick and place operations with small disturbance wrenches. Unlimited Contact Methods for Polyhedral Objects: Methods for handling unlimited number of contacts overcome the limitation of number of contact points by determining convex hull of wrenches. While these approaches have high flexibility on the number of contacts and automation capability, they are computationally expensive and applicable only to polyhedral objects. Heuristic Methods: These methods tackle the global optima problem by randomly selecting possible grasp contact points. These methods reduce the computational searching effort, but require convex hull computation. Therefore heuristic methods have high flexibility on the number of contacts and automation capability. However, they demand medium computational effort and are applicable only to polyhedral objects.
Methods for General Object Shape:
Methods that model the workpiece as a point cloud or triangular meshes in order to overcome the limitation problem of heuristic methods on polygonal objects. These methods require medium computational effort to provide high flexibility on number of contacts, object geometry and automation capability. Data-driven Approaches: Despite the fact that the analytical approaches rely on complex computation of geometric, kinematic and dynamic formulations, data-driven approaches are introduced to reduce computational effort by sampling possible grasps, utilizing simulation methods or human demonstrations. These methods are computationally inexpensive and applicable to unlimited numbers of contacts and workpieces with any shape. In spite of this, they suffer from complexity of automation. These methods require operation (task) procedure simulations that are mostly manual procedures. In order to automate this method, a huge computational effort is required to recognize the assembly process and to simulate every task. This cancels out the main advantage of these methods in comparison to analytical approaches. Therefore the efficiency of these approaches drops dramatically.
Based on the benchmark of methods presented in Table. 1, methods for general object shape are the most appropriate approaches for finger design automation. Among the grasp synthesis methods for general object shape presented, Liu and Carpin (2015a) method is the most suitable for finger design automation due to the following reasons:
• This method can be combined with any metric to measure the quality of grasp so it can be easily integrated with any grasp analyzer.
•
The method can be easily integrated with commercial CAD software that is accessible to most design engineers and manufacturers. This advantage reduces the number of required tools and ease the data transfer.
The implemented method is freely available which has a huge benefit in compare to other methods as it ensures the practicability of the method.
Grasp Analysis
To measure the quality of a grasp, three groups of metrics are presented in this paper.
General Metrics: These metrics measure the grasps quality from a global perspective and does not take the robot task into account. These metrics are easy to implement and suitable for both simple pick and place applications and more complicated tasks. Task-oriented Metrics: Unlike the general metrics, these metrics measure the quality of grasps based on the specific task that is defined for the robot to execute. These metrics provide more accurate measurements for comparing possible grasp sets. However, automatically modeling the tasks require tremendous amount of effort and computation. Uncertainty-based Metrics: This group of metrics considers the uncertainties when measuring the quality of grasps. These metrics predict the stability of grasps much closer to the reality in comparison to others.
Since each group of metrics takes a specific and individualistic measurement factor into consideration, benchmarking them is neither realistic nor appropriate. To improve the accuracy of the grasp quality measures, combining the metrics is the best solution for an automated finger design system. This enables the user to select metrics based on the available task information.
Discussion on Finger Design
This section benchmarks the finger design approaches using four criteria.
• Design generalness which compares the methods based on the closure types (i.e. force and form closures) that designed fingers can achieve. Design approaches that can achieve both force-closure and formclosure grasps are considered more generic than the methods obtaining only one type of closure.
• Design flexibility which takes the ability of the design method on handling objects with complex shapes. Methods that are applicable to simple geometries, polyhedral and complex geometry are respectively considered to have low, medium and high design flexibility.
• Design reliability that benchmarks the ability of the methods to design fingers that fit the surface of the object. This ability compensates the position uncertainties of the workpiece and increases the contact and friction area. As a consequence, most reliable designed fingers fully match the contact surface contour of the workpiece regardless of the shape complexity and are of high design reliability. Methods that design fingers to fit workpiece surface contour with simple shapes are considered to have medium design reliability. The methods that do not take the contour of the workpiece contact surface into account have low design reliability. Table. 1 -Qualitative benchmark of grasp synthesis approaches
Flexibility on number of
• Cost efficiency which compares the overall cost of finger design methods solutions for accomplishing a task. Obviously, the lower the cost of the design solution, the more efficient the method.
The studies done on finger design are categorized into modular designs, reconfigurable designs and customized designs.
Modular design-based approaches usually simplify the shape of the workpiece to basic geometries (e.g. cylinder, sphere, cube and etc.) and then, from a finger library, suitable pairs of fingers are selected. While the modular design-based methods do not require fingers to be produced for each workpiece, they need an initial investment on producing libraries of fingers. Therefore they are considered to be medium in cost efficiency. These methods have difficulty handling complex objects and can achieve only force-closure, so they respectively have low design flexibility. Re-configurable design approaches are based on algorithms that automatically find a configuration of fingers (cylindrical pins) locations to grasp the workpiece and accomplish the task. Despite the fact that these methods are the most cost efficient, they have medium design flexibility due to handling only polyhedral objects. Besides, the re-configurable methods have low design genericity and reliability due to their ability to achieve only force-closure and not considering the workpiece surface contour in design process. Customized design approaches, different from the previous ones, provide a specific solution for each workpiece. These methods are considered highly generic due to their capability to achieve both form and force closures. However, none of the existing customized design methods have the ability of achieving both form and force closure. The customized design methods can also handle objects with any shape complexity and the designed fingers fully match the shape of the workpiece. Thus, the customized design methods have high design flexibility and reliability. However, designing and producing separate fingers for every workpiece results in low cost-efficiency for these methods. Velasco and Newman (1998) approach has the advantage that can be integrated with the grasp synthesizer and analyzer in a CAD software. While the method designs fingers to fully encompass the workpiece and does not rely on friction, this is often infeasible in reality. For instance, this method is unable to provide solutions with frictionless contacts that fully fix the position of axisymmetric workpieces in space. As a result, the research community needs to present a new method that considers both form and force closure for designing gripper fingers.
Collision Detection
Many collision detection methods have been proposed for a vast range of applications. Some collision detection algorithms are free as modules. While many studies have used these open-source modules, a number of researchers developed their own algorithms that are more or less impossible to verify. Another option to detect a collision is utilizing built-in collision detectors in commercial CAD software. The latter method is the most suitable one for finger design automation for two main reasons. First, it can be integrated with grasp synthesis, grasp analysis and finger design in a CAD tool. Second, by utilizing CAD, more details on the collision location can be extracted which can be helpful in grasp synthesizing and analyzing.
Multi-function Finger Design
The review in the literature illustrates that the significance of multifunctional design of fingers has been missed out in the finger design research area. Except for a few research results that consider this issue in their design process, no remarkable study has been able to propose a practical method for multi-function fingers design.
Discussion on Experimental Verification
Virtual Experiment
Publicly available grasp simulators have enhanced the finger design research area so the user can fully simulate and control the workcell environment and its attributes. The users have the capability of performing a large number of experiments without having access to costly robotic hardware. While the currently available virtual experiments are easy to carry out, studies have shown that the results of virtual experiments noticeably differ from physical experiments. As a result these experiments should only be used for preliminary and conceptual checks on the feasibility of the designed fingers.
Physical Experiment
In manufacturing industries, functional gripper fingers play a significant role on overall performance of the robot cell. Therefore, the physical experiments are crucial to examine the practicability of the designed fingers in reality. However, the gripper fingers design research area lacks a general experiment method for physically examining the designed fingers.
Conclusion
This paper reviews the enabler studies for finger design automation and the key processes to achieve this goal.
An exhaustive literature review is carried out by filtering down thousands of articles to a manageable number of articles. These articles are used to categorize the key processes in finger design automation, i.e. grasp, finger design and experimental verification. Furthermore, each key process is divided into sub-categories and the most promising method for each category is identified. Extraction of this review and the results are presented as follows.
o Grasp: Robotic grasp can be divided into two wide research areas of grasp synthesis and grasp analysis.
• Grasp Synthesis: The proposed methods for grasp synthesis are categorized as analytical and data-driven approaches. According to the results, analytical approaches are more appropriate for finger design automation than data-driven. Suggested method: Along with analytical approaches, the method proposed by Liu and Carpin (2015a) is suitable for implementing on finger design automation.
• Grasp Analysis: The proposed analyzing methods for measuring the quality of possible grasps are grouped as general metric, task-oriented metrics and uncertainty-based metrics. Suggested method: Since each grasp analysis group measures an independent quality factor, the combination of metrics is the best way in order to ensure more accurate grasp quality prediction. o Finger Design: Limited research is done in gripper finger design. The section is divided to modular design, re-configurable design and customized design. Among these approaches, customized design methods are considered most practical for automation of the finger design procedure. Suggested method: The customized design method presented by Velasco and Newman (1998) is suggested for finger design automation due to ability of integration with CAD tools.
• Collision Detection: Many collision detection tools and algorithms have been generated in the literatures to fulfill various purposes that can be implemented in finger design automation. Suggested method: The most relevant approach for finger design automation is utilizing built-in collision detection tools in CAD software.
• Multi-function Finger Design: It is shown that designing multifunction fingers may remarkably increase the workcell performance yet it has not been studied properly due to the inherent complexities of this task. Suggested method: While handful researches have considered the significance of multi-function finger design, the literature lacks a practical method to tackle this issue. o Experimental Verification: Verifying the designed fingers by executing experiments are crucial in the automated finger design procedure. Virtual and physical experiment are two methods to examine the functionality of the fingers.
• Virtual Experiment: This type of experiment is based on simulating the robot operation in a virtual environment. Virtual experiments are popular among researchers due to its controllability, simplicity and low cost. Suggested method: Public available simulators are the best option for performing virtual experiments because of their large gripper libraries, flexibility on designing environment and simplicity to integrate with other algorithms.
• Physical Experiment: Even though the virtual experiments are simple and cheap, studies shown that they do not cover all unknowns that are unfolded in real experiment. Therefore, physical experiments are essential to ensure the practicability of the designed fingers. Suggested method: While the experimental methods plays a significant role in finger design automation, no research study presents a concrete method for executing physical experiments.
According to the results of this review, the handful developed methods for finger design automation suffer from two substantial problems. Some methods are limited to handling polyhedral workpieces and inapplicable for complex geometries. Others miss out some key processes in their design procedure which leads into uncertainty in practicability of the designed fingers. By connecting all key processes for finger design automation presented in this review, one can quantify the capabilities of automated finger design in compare to other related finger design approaches. As a result, finger design automation literature lacks, besides the points already made above, a study that benchmarks the performance of the fingers designed by considering all key processes with fingers design by existing approaches that partially consider key processes. 
Grasp Synthesis
